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Íàèìåíîâàíèå ïàðàìåòðà Çíà÷åíèå Åä. èçì.

Ð
ïë

Ïëàñòîâîå äàâëåíèå 200 àò

k Êîýôôèöèåíò ïðîíèöàåìîñòè 100 (0,1) ìÄà (ìêì2)

h Íåôòåíàñûùåííàÿ ìîùíîñòü ïëàñòà 1 ì

m Ïîðèñòîñòü ïëàñòà 0,2 ä.åä.

b
æ

Êîýôôèöèåíò ñæèìàåìîñòè íåôòè 4 10-5 1/àò

b
ñ

Êîýôôèöèåíò ñæèìàåìîñòè ñêåëåòà 1 10-6 1/àò

m
í

Äèíàìè÷åñêàÿ âÿçêîñòü íåôòè 10 ìÏà·ñ

m
â

Äèíàìè÷åñêàÿ âÿçêîñòü âîäû 0,5 ìÏà·ñ

r Ðàññòîÿíèÿ ìåæäó ñêâàæèíàìè 500 ì

H
êðîâëè

Ãëóáèíà êðîâëè 2000 ì
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Abstract. In oilfield practice, hydrodynamic methods of increasing oil recovery are effectively used for several decades, based on non-stationary flooding 
of productive oil reservoirs. Nonstationary processes allow changing the directions of current lines in the oil-displacing agent (water) system, ensuring the 
involvement of �stagnant� oil-saturated reservoirs in the process of drainage. Management of this process is carried out, mainly, by changing the operating 
mode of the injection wells. In the work on the example of a model problem, the process of controlling the displacement of oil by changing the operating 
modes of producing wells is considered. The method of controlling the formation of non-stationary pressure fields and, consequently, the direction of the 
current lines is realized by starting and stopping production wells in the calculation block. In this case, the injection well operates continuously. To develop 
�stagnant zones� of the formation not covered by drainage, it is necessary to control the process, for example, by sequentially changing the magnitude of 
the depression in each producing waterflood well, thereby moving the stagnant zones. The extreme case of changing the operating mode of the wells is the 
start-stop mode of the wells. At the same time, each stopped production well reduces the amount of accumulated oil production. Therefore, it is necessary 
to solve the optimization problem, which is to find the extremum of the accumulated production, provided that the production wells stop in time, ensuring 
the participation of the �stagnant zones� of the formation in the process of drainage. That is, the priority is the drainage of the entire formation. The cell of 
the waterflood of a homogeneous reservoir, consisting of one injection and four producing wells, was investigated. Simulation of the process of drainage of 
a productive formation with a given set of parameters is performed. The numerical experiment is aimed at investigating the effect of the stop period in time 
in time of each of the wells of the calculated cell on the accumulated oil production. When the duty cycle of the start-up period of each well changes, the 
dependence of the accumulated oil recovery on the control time is determined. In the course of a numerical experiment under the given simulation conditions, 
the process of producing a zone not covered by drainage was studied by redistribution of pressure gradients in the formation. For the model problem, the 
optimum of regulation is determined, which provides the best conditions for reservoir coverage by draining, productivity and production.

Keywords: well; drainage; methods of increase in oil recovery; filtration; regulation; modeling; settlement block.
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